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pages In each CONCRETE situation moment determinism DEFINES an ONLY ONE POSSIBLE outcome human 
action thought emotion decision including the one that did is going or will realize But IF the situation would have been 
DIFFERENT even SLIGHTLY deterministic outcome could or should be different also Can there be freedom and free 
will in a deterministic world Renowned philosopher Daniel Dennett emphatically answers ldquo yes rdquo Using an 
array of provocative formulations Dennett sets out to show how we alone among the animals have evolved minds that 
give us free will and morality Weaving a richly detailed narrative Dennett explains in a series of strikingly 
originalarguments mdash drawing upon evolutionary biology cognitive nbsp neuroscience economics From Publishers 
Weekly Trading in a supernatural soul for a natural soul is this a fair bargain Dennett seeking to fend off caricatures of 
Darwinian thinking that plague his philosophical camp argues in this incendiary brilliant even dangerous book that 
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